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Executive Summary
The abandonment of the proposed merger with Mosman and North Sydney in 2017 placed Council in a position where it could take the three years of an
improvement and cultural change program to the next level and create a culture of inspired people committed to serving our local community. Creating
this culture, however, requires a review of our aspirations as well as the commitment of high quality leaders along with development opportunities and a
reward and recognition process that encourages high performance and employee retention and this is the focus of the following workforce plan.
The workforce plan also includes an analysis of our current demand for and supply of workers and highlights opportunities and risks which could impact on
our ability to achieve the requirements of Council’s Delivery Program. The plan includes strategies to take advantage of the opportunities while minimising
the risks.
The major opportunities include:





Increased access to new skills development for existing staff
Increased career development options as retiring employees exit from higher level positions
Ability to fully assess the skills and capabilities required for positions vacated by retiring employees
Increased opportunities to create teams that comprise members with different functional skills but aiming towards the same outcomes

The major risks include:






Increased competition for staff owing to economic conditions, particularly in the critical and difficult-to-fill job groups. This may cause insufficient
staff in terms of numbers and skills, or retention costs that significantly impacts the Long-Term Financial Plan.
A mismatch of existing skills and required skills could prevent us from meeting our delivery programs efficiently and cost-effectively.
Inability to secure appropriately skilled staff to replace those leaving could cause shortages in staff numbers and/or skills.
Loss of operational knowledge may impact on efficiency and productivity.
An increasing skills gap between available and required talent may impact efficiency and productivity and increase training and development costs.

Whatever the future brings, we remain committed to providing quality customer-oriented service to the community and our stakeholders
5

Background
Our Council is entering a fourth year of an improvement and culture. As a result, Council is financially strong, has an efficient and aligned workforce, greatly
enhanced governance, excellent project and capital works delivery and increasing levels of community engagement.
Progress has not been without challenge due to the possibility of a merger. With the abandonment of the merger, however, we now have a level of
certainty that allows us to further enhance our systems with the knowledge they will service Council for many years to come.
Since the election of the new Council in 2017, we have developed a new Community Strategic Plan and a new Delivery Program with appropriate resourcing
strategies including the following Workforce Plan spanning the life of the new Delivery Program.
The abandonment of the merger also afforded an opportunity to conduct our first full Employee Engagement Survey in November 2017. The main take out
from the survey is that we are doing as well or better than the other 48 NSW councils that conduct the same survey. Previous shorter pulse check surveys
that covered morale, accountability, leadership and change management also support this assumption.
Managing the workforce is one of the most significant challenges for any organisation regardless of the abandonment of the merger. It is always
challenging to deal with change while continuing to deliver quality services to the community. Success relies on high levels of support and guidance from
the organisations leaders as well as effective workforce strategies.
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Part 1– Council’s Workforce Planning Initiatives for 2018/19
to 2020/21
Section 403 of the Local Government Act requires Council to have a long term resourcing strategy to achieve the objectives established in the Community
Strategic Plan (CSP) including provision for workforce planning.
Workforce planning is a systematic method for analysing who Council employs now and how they can be retained as well as what staff may be required in
the future and how they can be attracted to Council. It is an important process as it assists in ensuring that Council ‘engages the people best able to inform
its strategic direction, deliver innovative approaches to complex issues and deliver appropriate services effectively and efficiently1’. Workforce planning is
also about identifying potential problems, managing risks and minimising crisis management cycles in terms of the staffing arrangements required to meet
our Delivery Program.
Put simply workforce planning aims to have:
The right people
In the right place
With the right skills
At the right time
At the right cost
Who are safe, productive and engaged?
The analysis of our current and future demand for labour and the likely internal and external supply, which is detailed in Part 2 of the plan, was based on
multiple sources of data including:





1

Statistical analysis of our current workforce
A STEEPLE analysis of the external environment
Supply forecasting
LGA Population Profile
Staff exit surveys and interviews

Integrated Planning and Reporting Manual – Office of Local Government – Page 74
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Leadership forums
Performance reviews
Listening posts
Open forums
Team meetings
Employee Engagement Survey
360 Degree People Leadership Surveys

This analysis exposed a number of risks relating to Council’s ability to ensure a workforce able to fulfil the goals in the Delivery Program. The identified risks
included:
1. Increased competition for staff due to economic conditions and competition from newly formed larger councils with the capacity to pay higher
wages. The potential consequence being loss of operational knowledge and skills as staff with long tenure seeks better rewards and increased
career opportunities.
2. Gap between current skills levels and skills required moving forward due to factors such as technological change, new legislative requirements and
the culture of continuous improvement.
3. Inability to secure sufficient numbers of appropriately skilled staff to replace those leaving the organisation; particularly in the critical job groups.
Council is significantly impacted by critical skills shortages in NSW most significantly engineers, planners and building surveyors.
4. Loss of high quality Gen X and Gen Y staff due to limited options for accelerated career progression, lower remuneration than some of the merged
councils and the lack of affordable housing in the area.
5. Increased training and development costs due to up skilling existing staff and new recruits.
6. A need to continue to develop high level leadership skills at unit manager and team leader level which can impact on organisation performance and
innovation.
7. Loss of unique organisational and operating knowledge as staff retirement rates increase.
8. The impact of the current image of government generally and more specifically local government which has the potential of preventing high quality
applicants being attracted to the industry.
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The analysis also identified several opportunities regarding Council’s ability to ensure a workforce able to fulfil the goals in the Delivery Program. These
included:
1. Increased access to new skills development for existing staff.
2. Increased career development options as retiring employees exit from higher level positions.
3. Greater number of opportunities to assess the skills and capabilities required for positions vacated by retiring employees.
4. Increased opportunities to create teams that comprise members with different functional skills but who are aiming towards the same outcomes.
The strategies developed to mitigate these risks and take advantage of the opportunities can be broken into seven key areas. They include:
1. Creating a high performance culture of inspired people.
2. Continuing to develop high level leadership skills.
3. Continually reviewing the blend of team members and skills to foster a collaborative workforce.
4. Attracting and selecting high quality applicants.
5. Retaining high quality staff.
6. Developing required skills and providing career development opportunities for existing staff.
7. Managing an ageing workforce.

The proposed strategies, action and timeframes are outlined below.
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1. Creating a High Performance Culture of Inspired People
A desire to continuously improve everything we do is at the heart of the cultural change program that has been going on at Willoughby in recent times. For
Council to achieve its Delivery Program and maintain a high performance culture it is important that staff live the values that support this.
The high degree of change, the enormous effort put into premerger work prior to the Government’s announcement that the proposed Willoughby, North
Sydney and Mosman would not go ahead and the engagement of new Senior Officers combine to provide an ideal time to pause and reflect, once again, on
who we are as an organisation, what we value, where we want to go, how we are going to get there and how we will measure our achievements. Having
staff directly involved in this process aims to inspire every employee to review, innovate and improve.

Strategy

Actions

Responsibility

Partners

Timing

To sustain a high
performance
culture of inspired
people who live the
organisational
vision, mission and
values

Develop new a new mission, vision and values

Customer and
Corporate
Director

ELT

2018/19

Develop a skills and capability framework to support
our aspirations

People and
Culture
Manager
Organisational
Dev. Specialist

Unit
Manager
Team
Leaders
Staff

Performance
Measure

Progress as
at 30 June
2019

Mission, Vision
and values
agreed,
communicated
and
implemented
Skills and
capability
framework
agreed,
communicated
and
implemented
Performance
reviews indicate
that the values
are lived
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Continue to review and refine the Performance
Management Framework

Organisational
Development
Specialist

Continue to foster a culture that uses business
planning to improve service delivery

Business
Improvement
and Customer
Experience
Manager

Utilise the design hub framework to encourage
innovative thinking

Organisational
Dev. Specialist

Implement actions to address matters highlighted as
requiring attention in the Employee Engagement
Survey results

Directors
Unit Managers

Ongoing

Unit
Managers

Ongoing

Team
Leaders
2017/18
Voice
Project

Ongoing
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2. Developing High Quality Leadership Skills
High quality leadership is important in meeting the requirements of our Delivery Program and is also a key factor in staff retention. In addition to
continuing to cultivate a high performance culture, our leaders require specific skills and attributes to achieve the goals of the organisation.
The following actions aim to ensure we have quality leadership that contributes to a culture of inspired people.
Performance
Objective

Actions

Responsibility

Partners

Timing
Measure

Staff achieve
required outcomes
in a productive,
highly engaged and
safe manner
supported by high
quality leadership

Develop and
implement a
leadership capability
framework

Organisational
Dev. Specialist

Implement an
integrated leadership
training program to
support leaders in
meeting the
capability framework

Organisational
Dev. Specialist

Conduct annual
People Leadership
360° Feedback Survey

People and
Culture Manager

External Provider –
Voice Project

Human Resources
Advisor

Directors

Ensure leadership
development actions
are included in
annual performance
reviews

Directors

June 2019

Framework
implemented

All modules
completed by June
2019

Training complete

Unit Managers

Progress as at 30
June 2019

Training and
Development
Specialist
External Training
provider

Training and
Development
Specialist

Improved People
Leadership Index
score
Number of related
industrial relations
matters

October 2018

People Leadership
Index score above
80%

July/Aug 2018

Improvement from
previous score
Actions implemented
by Dec 2018
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3. The right blend of team members and skills to create a collaborative workforce
We recognise the importance of having the right blend of skills and team members in order to meet our Delivery Program as effectively and efficiently as
possible since high level collaboration is a means of reducing labour costs and improving productivity and efficiencies. Team blending is also an effective
means of introducing new skills that can result in improved performance and capacity to meet community needs.

Performance
Objective

Actions

Responsibility

Partners

Timing
Measure

Council has the
right blend of team
members and skills
required to meet its
Delivery Program

Refine processes for blending teams and skills
in manner that:





Follows best practice
Meets legal requirements
Includes feedback from impacted staff
Results in improved service delivery

Directors
Unit Managers

People and
Culture
Manager

As
required

Progress as at
30 June 2019

Level of
consultation
No industrial
relations issues
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4. Recruitment and Selection
In order to meet our Delivery Program it is essential that we have the right people in the right jobs. For this to occur we need access to high quality
candidates which requires initiatives that promote Council as an employer of choice.
Performance
Objective

Actions

Responsibility

Partners

Timing
Measure

High quality,
suitably qualified
employees are
motivated to apply
for positions with
Council (i.e. Council
is an employer of
choice)

Undertake a complete review of the Careers
at Willoughby webpage to make it more
appealing; particularly to Gens X, Y and Z

Human
Resources
Advisor

Web Team

Dec 2018

Graphic
Design

Progress as at
30 June 2019

Percentage of
positions with no
suitable
candidates

Leadership
Group
Develop and implement an updated salary
system and job evaluation processes to
ensure competitiveness

People and
Culture
Manager

HR Advisor

June 2018

Leadership
Team
External
provider

Use innovative advertising strategies that
access a wide appropriate audience through
greater use of social media such as Linked In

Review content of ads – make roles more
appealing and include employer of choice
options e.g. family friendly, training and
development

Human
Resources
Advisor

Human
Resources
Advisor

Media and
Marketing

Media and
Marketing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Number of
positions
readvertised

Number of new
staff who leave
within 12 months

Percentage of
new staff
identified as highperforming within
2 years
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Continue to streamline the recruitment
process to speed up the process

Human
Resources
Advisor

Continue to use best practice recruitment
and selection processes that use a variety of
selection tools

Human
Resources
Advisor

Ongoing

Unit Managers

Ongoing

Team Leaders
Selection
Panel
Convenors
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5. Retention
Over the last few years Council has implemented a number of strategies to encourage staff retention. The strategies included but were not limited to
work/life balance initiatives, phased retirement and flexible work options and provision of health and wellbeing programs appropriate to different age
groups.
Our level of voluntary turnover for the calendar year 2017 was 16.2%. Exit interviews indicate that generally people are leaving for jobs closer to home,
opportunities to progress or higher pay. Lack of affordable housing and parking are also mentioned.
Performance
Objective

Actions

Responsibility

Partners

Timing
Measure

High quality,
suitably qualified
employees are
motivated to
remain with
Council (i.e. Council
is an employer of
choice)

Develop and implement a new salary system
and job evaluation processes to ensure
Council’s salaries are competitive

People and
Culture
Manager

External
provider

June 2018

Progress as at 30
June 2019

Exit interviews
results
Voluntary
Labour
Turnover ≤
15%

Human
Resources
Advisor

Benchmarking
results
Improve the on boarding process by
automating the administrative processes
relating to forms and other technical aspects
while ensuring the people side of it is
welcoming and supportive of new employees

Human
Resources
Advisor

Team
Leader
Information
Technology

Design
complete June 2018
Implemented
Dec 2018

Continue to facilitate a cultural shift towards
greater use of mobile technology by:


Developing policies and procedures that

Chief
Information
Officer

Directors
Unit
Managers

Program
implemented
Duplication of
effort
eliminated
Percentage of
time saved

Ongoing
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allow easier access to technology and
innovation
Simplifying the process for acquiring
technology

Design, develop and implement tailored
accelerated career development
opportunities for high-potential Gen X and
Gen Y employees

People and
Culture
Manager
Organisational
Dev. Specialist

Directors

Provide increased career development
opportunities through internal secondments,
lateral transfers and opportunities to act in
higher level positions

People and
Culture
Manager

Directors

Establish a viable coaching and mentoring
program

Organisational
Development
Specialist

Continually review and revise the recognition
and reward program to ensure it continues to
be effective

Organisational
Development
Specialist

Continue to provide flexible work options

Human
Resources
Advisor

Unit
Managers

Pilot program
implemented
2018
Full roll out
2019
Ongoing

Number of
secondments
and lateral
transfers

Report to ELT
Dec 2018

TBA

Unit
Manager

Organisational
Development
Specialist
Unit
Managers

Percentage of
vacancies
going to
internal
applicants

Impact on
Labour Turn
Over, career
development
statistics
Report
monthly
statistics

Meet target of
25 flexible
options.
Measure
impact on
retention
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Implement an action plan to address matters
raised in the Employee Engagement Survey to
increase retention rates

ELT

Continue to review exit interview results to
determine what makes people leave and
develop actions to address the matter where
feasible

Human
Resources
Advisor

People and
Culture
Manager

External
provider

Directors
Unit
Managers

Ongoing

Actions taken
Labour
turnover
results ≤ 15%

Labour
turnover
results ≤ 15%
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6. Alternative Strategies to Recruitment
An ability to recruit or retain staff in terms of numbers and skill level, particularly in critical or difficult to fill job groups, could potentially put the Council’s
ability to fulfil its current and future Delivery Program at risk. To mitigate this risk other options need to be considered.

Performance
Strategy

Actions

Responsibility

Partners

Timing
Measure

Council considers
all options for
securing the
resources required
to meet the
Delivery Program

All new projects, capital works, and services, and at
risk projects to include a workforce analysis as part
of the development of the service plans.
Analysis should indicate whether Council has the
staff to undertake the project and if not, outline
alternative options including options for productivity
improvement, hiring contingent staff, using
consultants or contractors. The feasibility of
creating strategic alliances/partnerships to deliver
the best outcome should also be considered.

Directors
Unit Managers
Team Leaders

People and
Culture
Unit

Ongoing

Progress as
at 30 June
2019

Percentage of
Project and
Capital Works
completed

Service plans should include a cost/benefit and
funding analysis for all viable options.
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7. Skills Development
Skills development is an important part of ensuring our staff have the skills required to meet the requirements of our Delivery Program.
Performance
Objective

Actions

Responsibility

Partners

Timing
Measure

Council has a
workforce that is
appropriately skilled
for current and
future job roles

Undertake a skills audit of current staff
and determine the gaps between what we
have and what we need.
Develop a comprehensive training
program to bridge the gap

Continue to provide training that meets
technical requirements of the job roles

Continue to provide mindfulness training
and strength based coaching to assist staff
in responding positively to change

Organisational
Dev. Specialist
Training and
Development
Specialist

Directors
Unit
Managers
All Staff

Training and
Development
Specialist

Unit
Managers

Specialist
Trainer/Coach

Directors

High priority
training
2018/19
Medium
Priority
2019/2020

Percentage of
successful
internal
candidates.

Ongoing

Percentage of
participants
who indicate
they are using
training their
job role

Ongoing

Number of
participants

Team
Leaders

Unit
Managers

Progress as at 30
June 2019

Evaluations

Team
Leaders
Staff
Implement Kantor team profiling and
training across the organisation

Organisational
Dev. Specialist

External
Provider

2018/19

20

Review educational assistance policy to
ensure it supports skill development

Training and
Development
Specialist

Incorporate recognition of completion of
formal qualification e.g. Cert III, diploma,
undergraduate degree, master’s degree,
into recognition and reward program

People and
Culture Manager

Dec 2018

ELT

Report to ELT

Dec 2018
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8. Managing an Ageing Workforce
An ageing workforce, particularly when coupled with high levels of tenure as is the case at our Council, presents many challenges to workforce planning
including higher levels of voluntary labour turnover due to a higher number of retirements and the potential loss of historical and operational knowledge.
An ageing workforce also presents challenges from a Work Health and Safety perspective, particularly in circumstances where older staff are working in
operational roles with a significant physical component. Understanding changes to our bodies as we age and making adjustments to offset the effect can
result in a safer, healthier and more productive workplace. At present our ageing workforce is impacting on workers compensation premiums and staff
absences. The following actions aim to address this matter.

Performance
Objective

Actions

Responsibility

Partners

Timing
Measure

Council has plans
in place to
mitigate the risks
associated with an
ageing workforce

Continue to promote new ways of working (e.g.
increased flexibility, job sharing, hours of operation
and increased access to working from home) and
tailor them to the needs of each generation

Human
Resources
Advisor

Directors

Progress as
at 30 June
2019

Ongoing

Unit
Managers
Team
Leaders

Continue to promote and support ‘phased
retirement’ options to assist in ensuring the
intellectual capital of retiring staff is captured and
retained

Unit Managers

Ongoing

Team Leaders

People and
Culture
Unit

Expand the health and wellbeing initiative for an
area with an ageing workforce and a high physical
component to the work. Identify the section and
conduct pilot program. Include lifestyle and basic
health checks, functional movement assessments,
nutrition advice and some basic stretching
activities, tips for managing change

Insurance and
RTW specialist

Ergonomic
Physio

November Number of
2018
participants

Specialist/Trainer Health
Coach
specialists

Impact on the
number of
strains and
sprains
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Evaluation
We will continue to evaluate the strategies in our Workforce Plan and report progress every six months, as part of the Delivery Program Progress Report
and annual reporting process.
The Plan is normally reviewed every four years in line with the Integrated Planning and Reporting cycle. However, as a result of our Council election having
been delayed due the possibility of a merger, a new Workforce Plan will be required within three years.
Evaluation will also include annual demand and supply forecasting to determine whether strategies remain relevant in a changing environment.
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Part 2 – Supporting Information
This Workforce Plan forms part of the resourcing strategy and has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the State Government’s
Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework. It considers our capacity to deliver services and meet the outcomes included in the Council’s Community
Strategic Plan. Both the Community Strategic Plan and the Resourcing Strategy work in alignment with the Delivery Program.
The following image highlights the context of workforce planning within this framework.

Figure 1: Integrated Planning Framework from the Office of Local Government’s Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework – Page 9
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Workforce Planning Framework
Our Workforce Plan is underpinned by a framework that aligns decisions about Human Resources with outcomes and objectives from the Community
Strategic Plan. This Workforce Planning Framework is a key element of our resourcing strategy, working together with our Long-Term Financial Plan and
Asset Management Strategy to resource and sustainably manages our services. It has informed our strategies to address future workforce needs, supply
gaps and surpluses.

Figure 2: Workforce Planning Framework
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Steeple Analysis
The STEEPLE analysis examines external factors that could affect our ability to secure the staff required to meet the requirements of our delivery program.
It includes seven (7) key areas. They are:








Social
Technological
Economic
Environmental
Political
Legal
Ethical

Social
1. Profile of Willoughby LGA
Our multicultural population includes a high number of overseas-born residents from non-English speaking backgrounds. 18.8% of residents were born in
Asia, with 56% of these born in China. The population is educated and affluent, with a high percentage of high-income earners and low numbers of lowpaid, unskilled workers. Housing prices are high and out of the reach of low to middle income earners.
Willoughby LGA population is predicted to:



increase by 14.85% to 91 848 residents by 2036
continue to age, with more people over 65 than under 15

This is based on the following migration assumptions:





‘Strong gain of young people (aged 17-30) moving into the LGA for education and employment purposes and also to take advantage of available
renting housing stock
Slight gain of young families with children aged 0-4
Loss of established families with children aged 5-14 who may be leaving the area for more affordable housing, new employment opportunities, and
access to particular schools, larger housing and the like.
Net loss of mature adults aged 40-54 as well as early retirees and empty nesters aged 55-64 moving out of the area.
26



Little notable change with older groups who tend to be less mobile.2’

What does this mean for Council?
The workforce profile, income and housing affordability within the LGA make engaging local staff, particularly for lower-paid operational roles challenging.
Dealing with the matter requires strategies that encourage workers to bypass work in other LGA’s to come and work for us.
The profile also indicates that demand will increase for open space, recreational facilities, and community services that address social inclusion. These
changes will also affect the number of jobs, job roles and skills Council requires.
2. Ageing Population
Australia has an ageing population and an ageing workforce. This will have implications for ‘local government generally as employees aged 50 years or over
are estimated to represent 37% of the local government workforce, compared to the Australian average of 29%’.3 Our workforce will be particularly
affected. As of December 2017, 51.15% of our employees are over 50.
What does this mean for Council?
The risks and opportunities associated with an ageing workforce and the impact of high retirements include:







Loss of executive knowledge
Loss of operational and historical knowledge
Inability to secure adequate supply of appropriately skilled and experienced staff
Increasing gap between skills of available talent and required skills.
Opportunities to replace retiring employees with staff with new skills.
Opportunities to provide career progression for other staff through vacancies created by retirements.

As the population ages, demand for particular services will increase, such as for aged care services. To meet this challenge, it’s essential to implement
workforce strategies that increase retention and attract more Generation X and Y staff. We must also capture the intellectual property of staff transitioning
to retirement.

2

id Community – The Population Experts – Population Forecasts – Willoughby City Council

3

Local Government 2018 Draft Industry Skills Forecast – page 16
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3. Skills Shortages
Skills shortages are a continuing issue for the Australian and NSW economies. Contributing macroeconomic factors include technological advances, the
state of the economy, and regulatory frameworks, which are difficult for an individual organisation to influence.
What does this mean for Council?
To increase our ability to attract and retain the skills required to meet our Delivery Program, we need to implement initiatives that influence an employee’s
choice of employer and override the macroeconomic factors outlined above
These factors include:






Career development opportunities
Perception of the employer or industry
Working conditions
Education and training opportunities
Place identity and social networks.

4. Generational Issues
There are five key generational groups currently in the Australian workforce. Builders, Baby Boomers, Generation X, Generation Y, often referred to as
millennials and Generation Z. Sociological research shows that the generations have clearly different characteristics which do not simply refer to stage of
life. Each generation creates its own traditions and culture through shared attitudes, preference and dispositions. Millennials for example ‘are generally
technologically adept, prepared to change jobs frequently and will invest if they feel a meaningful connection with their work.4’
The dates consistently uses in Council’s previous workforce plans are as follows:
Builders – Pre 1946
Baby Boomers – 1946 to 1964
Generation X – 1965 to 1979
Generation Y (Millennials) – 1980 to 1994
Generation Z – 1995 t0 2009

4

The Unexpected Benefits of a Millennial Workforce. Bianca Healey. HRMOnline 2 December 2016. Page 1.
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What does this mean for Council?
It highlights the need for:



Retention strategies that address the needs of each generation
Strategies that foster cross-generational interaction.

Technological
Automation, artificial intelligences and robots are being increasingly deployed in the workforce. As technology develops further especially the skills
required by the workforce will be vastly different. The digital transformation in governments is resulting in ever-increasing number of ways in which local
government can engage with the community.5
In addition, new technology is seen as a means of increasing productivity. However council has delayed implementing new corporate systems due the
possibility of a merger with North Sydney and Mosman Councils. Moving forward, with the merger now abandoned, this is a priority matter.
However, the implementation of new technology does bring its own challenges. The 2017 Digital Productivity Report by the LG Association of Queensland
noted that councils in Queensland have a skills shortage in terms of digital literacy. Local Government, New South Wales has also identified this as a major
issue.
Rapid advancements in technology have also:









5

Reduced the demand for some traditional skills in our organisation
Led to the development of new knowledge-based skills
Made access to information easier
Changed the way we work and where we work
Blurred the boundary between work and personal time
Highlighted a need for work-life integration
Increased the demand for social networking tools in the workplace
Increased the capacity for customer self and more communication channels.

Local Government 2018 Draft Industry Skills Forecast – page 27
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What does this mean for our Council?
The skills shortages issue can be addressed by skilling current staff and, where this is not possible, engaging staff with the required skills.
In addition, rapidly changing technology requires a workforce planning strategy that creates new roles, alter structures, develop skills quickly and efficiently,
and attract and retain Gen Y and Gen Z staff. To make the most of technological advancement, we are empowering our workforce to think with creativity
and innovation.
For an increasing tech-savvy workforce work/life integration strategies are important to ensure staff are retained, managed and motivated.
These factors highlight the need for:




Retention strategies that address the issue of work life balance
Appropriate training and development strategies
Strategies to address staffing requirements in terms of numbers, job types and skill levels created by the introduction of new technology.

Economic
The NSW economy remains strong and is predicted to remain so for the next two to three years. The NSW Treasury‘s Economic Outlook indicates that the
NSW economy grew by 2.9% in 2016/17 and similar growth is expected to continue. In addition, employment participation lifted and unemployment fell to
2.8%, the lowest since 2008. The catalyst for such growth is both public and private investment led by the government’s infrastructure program delivering
schools, hospitals, roads, rail and cultural projects.
What does this mean for our Council?
Although a robust state economy is a positive outcome for the local community it does present a challenge for our Council when it comes to attracting and
retaining an appropriate workforce. For example, the state’s expansion in engineering construction has made is difficult for Council to secure the following
essential skills.






Engineers
Urban and Town Planners
Building Surveyors
Environmental Health Officers
Project Managers.
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Other areas of skills shortages in NSW include:






IT/ICT Technicians
Supervisors/Team Leaders
Labourers
Trades – plumber
Trades – Building and Construction.

What does this mean for our Council?
An inability to secure staff with appropriate skills could impact on Council’s ability to meet its Delivery Program.
The implications for workforce planning are the need for:





Effective retention strategies for critical and difficult to fill job roles
Competitive remuneration/rewards packaging
Effective skills development programs
Effective cadet/intern programs.

Moving forward, the Sydney Metro Northwest could provide opportunities to reach employees in other catchment areas within the life of this plan but we
also need to be aware of the impact the closure of the Epping/Chatswood line may have in the short term. This is an important consideration given our
current difficulty recruiting operational staff due to housing affordability in this Local Government Area.
Current economic conditions and the resultant skills shortages in key areas for Council challenge us to do more with less and highlight the need for business
improvement initiatives and an increase in trainees, apprentices and secondments.
Environmental
The community’s commitment to Climate Change Action resulted in the Environmental Restore Levy, which funds our sustainability programs and
initiatives. Employee expectations also reflect those of the community. People want to work for an organisation that values the environment and
incorporates sustainability into all aspects of their operations.
What does this mean for Council?
We have long been a frontrunner in this regard, which assists in recruiting people who want to work for environmentally responsible organisations.
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Political
The general public’s view of governments generally is not positive. Dissatisfaction with both Federal and State Governments and the corruption issues in
some NSW Local councils has tainted the reputation of all spheres of government. This makes branding an important issue for our Council.
In addition, State and Federal Governments often drive initiatives that will have long-term impacts on the labour market. For example, Sydney Metro
Northwest provides opportunity for us to increase our workforce catchment area within the next three years.
What does this mean for Council?
The NSW Governments’ decision to abandon the merger process for Council’s not already merged in 2017 also impacted on Council’s ability to attract and
retain staff. Newly, merged large urban councils have embarked on recruitment campaigns geared at attracting the best to their particular council. This has
resulted in significant increases in pay and conditions as the competition for what in many cases are scarce resources e.g., planners, engineers, building
surveyors and he like. Our council is currently deemed small urban and our inability to compete on a salary level makes if more important than ever to
implement other strategies that make us an employer of choice.
Legislation
The renegotiation of the NSW Local Government (State) Award 2020 may also have some impact. In addition, the 2017 Award, which restricted the ability
for transferring long service leave to five years, may cause some local government employees to be less mobile in their employment.
Ethics
As a public employer, we have an obligation to ensure our processes and procedures reflect equity and diversity. This includes merit-based selection,
promotion and retention strategies and non-discriminatory policies and procedures. It’s important to have a reputation of being ethical and socially
responsible to attract high-quality staff. Younger generations are more inclined to invest and stay the distance if the work is meaningful to them.
Meaningful work for many younger people is tied to ethical actions and social responsibility.6

6

The Unexpected Benefits of a Millennial Workforce. Bianca Healey. HRMOnline 2 December 2016. Page 1.
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Supply Forecasting
Internal Supply
We assessed the age, tenure, gender and employment type of our current workforce to determine whether we have the people required to meet our
Delivery Program. Below is a snapshot of this information.
Age and Tenure
As with most councils and public sector employers, our internal workforce has the following characteristics.





A high number of the baby boomer generation – 40.20%
An over-representation of mature-age workers with an average age of 46.96 including:
o 6.87% over 65
o 16.53% over 60
o 51.15% over 50
High tenure rates with an average length of service of 10.10 years

This profile has both positive and negative benefits. It indicates a stable workforce with good knowledge retention; however, as long-serving staff reach
retirement age, we risk losing large amounts of historical and operational knowledge along with intellectual property.
An ageing workforce also presents challenges from a Work Health and Safety perspective, particularly in circumstances where older staff are working in
operational roles with a significant physical component.
There is a cost associated with high tenure rates in terms of entitlement payments. As a result, we have mapped our ability to pay for employee leave
entitlements, and also developed strategies to encourage older employees to extend their working lives. These strategies include access to flexible work
practices, health and wellbeing initiatives. We’ve also developed strategies to encourage younger staff to remain with us.
Gender
Gender equality at all levels is a measure of our success in creating an equal opportunity organisation. Our gender profile is not typical of most NSW Local
Councils, where only a small proportion of General Managers (5%) and only 20% of Directors/Senior staff are women. We have a female General Manager
and an Executive Leadership Team comprising 50% women. Of our 393 employees, as at 31 December 2017, 50.38% are female. However, the male33

female ratio is not evenly spread throughout our organisation; the majority of staff in Works are male, while the majority of staff in Community, Culture and
Leisure are female. 80% of unit managers are male.
Employment Type
As at 31 December 2017, our workforce comprised 326 permanent full-time and 67 permanent part-time employees.
Skills
Due to the proposed merger and lack of clarity with regards to supply of staff in various categories, a skills gap analysis has not been undertaken undertake
in recent times. This issue has been addressed in the current plan.
Staff Retention
Our voluntary turnover rate tracked between 12.3% and 16.00% from 2011/2012 to December 2017.
Exit interviews indicated that the most common reasons for leaving included wanting to work closer to home and lack of career progression owing to the
long tenure of most managers. Given our workforce size, we are somewhat limited in being able to provide career paths to all employees, but it is an
important issue that must be addressed.
Strategies to provide career development opportunities have been carefully considered and included in the workforce plan.
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External Supply
It’s important to assess external supply when determining whether we will be able to secure the staff required to meet our Delivery Program over the next
three years. There are several relevant job types that have critical shortages in NSW7:






Engineer
Urban and Town Planners
Building Surveyors
Environmental Health Officers
Project Managers

Other job types relevant to Council with national critical shortages include:
 Mechanics
 Arborists
 Sheet metal workers8
Other job roles with recruitment difficulties in NSW relevant to Council include:






IT/ICT Technicians
Supervisors/Team Leaders
Labourers
Trades – Plumber
Trades – Building and Construction

Other job types with recruitment difficulties nationally that are relevant to Council include:
 Childcare Workers for long day care centres
 Civil Engineers

7
8

Preliminary Findings – ‘National Skills Survey’ LGNSW – March 2018
http;//australia101.com/migration/skilled-occupation-list/
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Conclusion
Analysis of our labour supply and demand identified several risks to successful delivery of our Delivery Program. These include the following factors:






Increased competition for staff owing to economic conditions, particularly in the critical and difficult-to-fill job groups. This may cause
insufficient staff in terms of numbers and skills, or retention costs that significantly impacts the Long-Term Financial Plan.
A mismatch of existing skills and required skills could prevent us from meeting our delivery programs efficiently and cost-effectively.
Inability to secure appropriately skilled staff to replace those leaving could cause shortages in staff numbers and/or skills.
Loss of operational knowledge may impact on efficiency and productivity.
An increasing skills gap between available and required talent may impact efficiency and productivity and increase training and development
costs.

The analysis also identified several opportunities. These include:





Increased access to new skills development for existing staff
Increased career development options as retiring employees exit from higher level positions
Greater number of opportunities to assess the skills and capabilities required for positions vacated by retiring employees
Increased opportunities to create teams that comprise members with different functional skills but aiming towards the same outcomes
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Part 3 – Relevant Data and Metrics
The following attachments provide details of the data and metrics that informed our Workforce Plan.

Attachment 1 – Current Management Structure
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Attachment 2 – LGA Profile
Characteristics
Population

2006

Composition of Population
Indigenous
Australian born
Overseas born
Unknown
Non ESB background
57.1Qualifications
Formal qualifications
Bachelor degree +
No formal qualifications
Not stated
Most popular occupations
Professional
Managers
Clerical and Admin
Least popular occupations
Technicians
Labourers
Machine Operators/Drivers
Individual Income
Over $1,000.00 per week
Less than $400.00 per week
Over $1,500 per week
Less than $400.00 per week
Over $1,750 per week
Less than $500.00 per week
Over $3000
Composition of LGA Workforce
Residents work outside LGA
Workers reside outside LGA

2011

64,858
Sydney Ave
WLGA %
%

66.0
83.1

2016

75,231
Sydney Ave
WLGA %
%

78,017
Sydney Ave
WLGA %
%

0.1
53.7
39.2
7.09
29.7

1.1
60.3
31.8
5.5
24.0

Not stated
52.8
42.3
4.9
32.6

60.3
31.8
5.9
26.3

49.4
45.4
5.2
36.9

36.7
57.1
6.3
29.3

56.4
38.0
30.9
12.6

45.0
20.0
42.8
14.3

61.8
43.9
29.0
9.3

48.2
24.1
40.5
11.3

64.8
47.8
27.7
7.7

52.7
28.3
37.7
9.6

37.6
18. 7
15.0

23.7
13.2
16.7

39.9
18.2
14.0

25,5
13.3
16.2

39.9
19.1
12.3

26.3
13.7
14.6

6.9
3.6

12.7
8.1

6.9
3.2

12.2
7.3

3.7
1.4

7.5
5.6

34.3
21.8

31.2
38.1
28.0
26.1

15.4
38.1
26.0
31.8
11.9

14.4
36.1
4.5

66.4
82.4

70.7
84.25
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Attachment 3 – Internal Labour Supply
Organisational
Analysis

Financial Year
11/12

Full-Time Equivalents (FTEs)404.4 (budget
437.39)
Headcount
447
Full-time staff
362
Part-time staff
85
Overall LTO
14.5%
Voluntary LTO
12.3%
Tenure
8.41 years
Overall Gender Profile 49.23% Female
50.77% Male
Gender of ELT
25% Female
75% Male
Gender of Directors
33.33% Female
(2/6)
66.67% Male
Gender of Branch
50% Female
Managers
50% Male
Age
44.78 years
Generational Profile
2% Builders,
43% Boomers
38% Generation
X 17%
Generation Y
Generational Profile
Using PwC dates

Financial Year
12/13

Financial Year
13/14

Financial Year
14/15

Financial Year
15/16

Financial Year
16/17

Calendar Year
2017

416.01 (budget
445.21)
447
375
72
14.9%
12.2%
8.45 years
50.34% Female
49.66% Male
25% Female
75% Male
33.33% Female
(2/6)
66.67% Male
50% Female
50% Male
45.31 years
2% Builders,
43% Boomers,
37% Generation
X 18%
Generation Y

408.2 (budget
428.34)
444
356
88
12.7%
7.9%
8.64 years
50.88% Female
49.12% Male
37.5% Female
62.5% Male
33.33% Female
(2/6)
66.67% Male
50% Female
50% Male
45.49 years
2% Builders,
42% Boomers,
37% Generation
X 19%
Generation Y

404.2 (budget
427.65)
436
351
85
15.1%
9.2%
9.48 yrs.
55% Female
45% Male
37.5% Female
62.5% Male
33.33% Female
(2/6)
66.67% Male
52.38% Female
47.62% Male
46.87 years
2% Builders,
40% Boomers,
38% Generation
X
20% Generation
Y

365.7 9(budget
FTE 413.83)
406
328
78
22.0%
12.0%
9.68 years
52.46 % Female
47.54% Male
75% Female
25% Male
66.7% Female
(2/1)
33.33% Male
23.53% Female
76.47% Male
47.31 years
0.99% Builders
41.87% Boomers,
35.22% Gen X
21.92% Gen Y
0.0% Gen Z

352.83 (budget
408.61)
387
315
72
17.26%
14.68%
10.27 years
51.42% Female
48.58% Male
50% Female
50% Male
33.33% Female
(1/3)
66.67% Male
16.67% Female
83.33% Male
48.45 years
1. 03% Builders
42.38% Boomers,
35.14% Gen X
21.45% Gen Y
0.0% Gen Z

358.63
(budget)410.43)
393
326
67
17.83%
16.02%
10.10 years
50.25% Female
49.75% Male
50% Female
50% Male
33.33% Female
(1/3)
66.67% Male
20.00% Female
80.00% Male
48.28 years
0.76% Builders
40.20% Boomers
37.15% Gen X
21.63% Gen Y
0.25% Gen Z

0.0% Builders
50.14% Boomers,
29.30% Gen X
20.56% Gen Y
0.0% Gen Z

0% Builders
51.34% Boomers,
28.96% Gen X
18.70% Gen Y
0.0% Gen Z

0.00% Builders
48.53% Boomers
31.18% Gen X
20.29% Gen Y
0.0% Gen Z
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Attachment 4 – Comparison of Council Data with other Councils
Organisational Analysis

WCC
Financial Year 16/17

Full-Time Equivalents (FTEs)

All Councils who responded to LGNSW
Benchmarking 16/17 – 30 councils on
average

Sydney North – Sample Size - 5

352.83 (budget 408.61)

316.2

388.9

Headcount

387

357

438

Overall LTO

17.3

13.4

14.3

Voluntary LTO

14.7

11.6

12.8

51.42% Female 48.58% Male

40.19% Female 59.61 % Male

45.25% Female 54.75% Male

10.27 years

9.9 years

9.4 years

Percentage of staff aged over 65

7.49%

4.03%

4.85%

Percentage of staff 60-64

9.56%

9.61%

9.72%

Percentage of staff over 50

51.15%

37%

Not known

Percentage of staff with 11-15 years' tenure

16.02%

14.08%

15.59%

Percentage of staff with16-20 years' tenure

12.66%

8.92%

9.73%

Percentage of staff with 21-25 years' tenure

5.43%

5.39%

5.22%

Percentage of staff with 26+

5.43%

9.43%

5.9%

0%

0%

N/A

*Generation - Baby Boomers

50%

42%

N/A

*Generation – Gen X

31%

34%

N/A

*Generation – Gen Y (Millennials)

19%

24%

N/A

0%

0%

N/A

Overall Gender Profile
Average Tenure

*Generation - Builders

*Generation – Generation Z

* Based on Generational Profiles used in ‘The Australasian LG Professionals Excellence Program FY 17. Dates are as follows:
 Baby Boomers 1943 – 1966
 Generation X – 1967 to 1980
 Generation Y – 1981 onwards (note PwC do not define Gen Z)
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Attachment 5 – Average Age by Unit as at 31 December 2017

Unit

Age

BUSINESS IMPROV/CUST EXP
BUSINESS PERF & SYSTEMS
COMMUNITY LIFE
COMPLIANCE
CULTURE & LEISURE
DESIGN SERVICES
ENVIRONMENT
EXECUTIVE
FINANCE STRATEGY
GOVERNANCE RISK & AUDIT
INFORMATION SERVICES
INTERNAL AUDIT Average
MEDIA MARKETING & EVENTS
PEOPLE & CULTURE
PLANNING
PROPERTY & CONSTRUCTION
WORKS UNIT
Council

53.99
41.72
45.21
49.23
48.12
41.36
46.39
53.13
49.88
62.18
39.44
47.37
41.11
47.33
53.78
55.35
51.48
48.28

Average Age by Unit
70.00
60.00
50.00
40.00
30.00
20.00
10.00
0.00
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Attachment 6 - Average Tenure as at 31 December 2017

BUSINESS IMPROV/CUST EXP
BUSINESS PERF & SYSTEMS
COMMUNITY LIFE
COMPLIANCE
CULTURE & LEISURE
DESIGN SERVICES
ENVIRONMENT
EXECUTIVE
FINANCE STRATEGY
GOVERNANCE RISK & AUDIT
INFORMATION SERVICES
INTERNAL AUDIT
MEDIA MARKETING & EVENTS
PEOPLE & CULTURE
PLANNING
PROPERTY & CONSTRUCTION
WORKS UNIT
COUNCIL

Tenure

10.48
5.00
6.42
10.72
8.39
8.99
12.50
4.63
11.14
8.05
9.04
5.27
4.19
8.78
12.74
12.88
14.98
10.10

Average Tenure by Unit
16.00
14.00
12.00
10.00

Years

Unit

8.00
6.00
4.00
2.00
0.00

Unit
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Attachment 7 - Gender Profile by Unit as at 31 December 2017
Unit
BUSINESS IMPROV/CUST EXP
BUSINESS PERF & SYSTEMS

M

F
2

12

80

3

1

COMMUNITY LIFE

10

41

COMPLIANCE

19

2

CULTURE & LEISURE

13

59

50

DESIGN SERVICES

18

2

40

ENVIRONMENT

20

13

EXECUTIVE

3

6

FINANCE STRATEGY

5

10

GOVERNANCE RISK & AUDIT

2

3

12

9

INTERNAL AUDIT

2

1

MEDIA MARKETING & EVENTS

2

9

INFORMATION SERVICES

PEOPLE & CULTURE
PLANNING
PROPERTY & CONSTRUCTION
WORKS UNIT
COUNCIL

3

8

11

18

9

1

61

3

195

198

70
60

30
20

F

10

M

0
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Attachment 8 - Staff by Employment Type

Number of Employees
Branch
BUSINESS IMPROV/CUST EXP
BUSINESS PERF & SYSTEMS
COMMUNITY LIFE

Emp
CONTRACT -

CONTRACT

EXECUTIVE

STAFF

4

COMPLIANCE
CULTURE & LEISURE
DESIGN SERVICES
ENVIRONMENT
EXECUTIVE
FINANCE STRATEGY
GOVERNANCE RISK & AUDIT

2
1
3
1

4
1

INFORMATION SERVICES
INTERNAL AUDIT
MEDIA MARKETING & EVENTS
PEOPLE & CULTURE

1
2
1
2

PLANNING
PROPERTY &

CONSTRUCTION
WORKS UNIT

Grand Total

4

18

PERMANENT

PERMANENT

FULLTIME

PART TIME

9
4
28
21
50
19
25
4
12
3
17
1
8
8
22

TEMPORARY

FULLTIME

Total

5
16

3

19

1

14
4
51
21
72
20
33
9
15
5
21
3
11
11
29

5
2
2
3
1
1
6

1
1

10
63

1

304

61

Grand

10
64

6

393
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Attachment 9 - Graph of Staff by Employment Type as at 31 December 2017

80
70

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

TEMPORARY FULLTIME
PERMANENT PART TIME
PERMANENT FULLTIME
CONTRACT STAFF
CONTRACT - EXECUTIVE
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Attachment 10 - Organisational Generational Profile by Unit as 31 December 2017
Unit

Builder

Baby
Boomer

X

Y

Z

BUSINESS IMPROV/CUST EXP

1

8

4

1

0

BUSINESS PERF & SYSTEMS

0

1

0

3

0

COMMUNITY LIFE

0

18

19

13

1

COMPLIANCE

0

8

9

4

0

CULTURE & LEISURE

1

31

20

20

0

DESIGN SERVICES

0

5

5

10

0

ENVIRONMENT

0

11

16

6

0

EXECUTIVE

0

4

5

0

0

FINANCE STRATEGY

0

8

3

4

0

GOVERNANCE RISK & AUDIT

1

3

1

0

0

INFORMATION SERVICES

0

1

11

9

0

INTERNAL AUDIT

0

0

3

0

0

MEDIA MARKETING & EVENTS

0

2

4

5

0

PEOPLE & CULTURE

0

5

4

2

0

PLANNING

0

15

13

1

0

PROPERTY & CONSTRUCTION

0

7

2

1

0

WORKS UNIT

0

31

6

0

COUNCIL

3

158

27
14
6

85

1
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Attachment 11 - Graph of Generations by Unit

Generations by Unit
35
30
Axis Title

25
20
15
10

Builder

5

Baby Boomer

0

X
Y
Z

Unit
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Attachment 12 - Organisational Generational Profile as at 31 December 2017

Grand Total
0.25%

0.76%

21.63%

40.20%

Builder
Baby Boomer
X
Y
Z

37.15%
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Attachment 13 - Organisational Generational Profile as at 31 December 2017 Using PwC Dates

Grand Total
0.00%

0.00%

20.29%
Builder
48.53%

Baby Boomer
X
Y

31.18%

Z
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Attachment 14 - Staff Aged Over 50 by Unit as at 31 December 2017

BUSINESS IMPROV/CUST EXP
BUSINESS PERF & SYSTEMS
COMMUNITY LIFE
COMPLIANCE
CULTURE & LEISURE
DESIGN SERVICES
ENVIRONMENT
EXECUTIVE
FINANCE STRATEGY
GOVERNANCE RISK & AUDIT
INFORMATION SERVICES
INTERNAL AUDIT
MEDIA MARKETING & EVENTS
PEOPLE & CULTURE
PLANNING
PROPERTY & CONSTRUCTION
WORKS UNIT
COUNCIL

Over
50
10
1
20
12
35
6
14
7
9
4
4
1
2
6
19
7
44
201

Over the Age of 50 by Unit
60
50
40

Number

Unit

30
20
10
0

Unit

50
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